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Heterotaxy syndrome (includes right & left atrial isomerism)
•
•
•

Image: Tashjian et al. J Pediatr Surg. 2007 Mar;42(3):528-31
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In human bodies, the left side & right side are not identical.
Human heart is asymmetrical

•

Heterotaxy syndrome is a group of rare, complex condition
that involves the abnormal arrangement of internal organs,
including the heart, on the wrong side of the body

•

The estimated incidence of heterotaxy is around 1 per
10,000 births1-3. If abortions & stillbirths are included, it
accounts for 0.03% to 1.1% of fetuses4

Maclean et al. Clinical genetics. 2004 Jun;65(6):441-57
Shapiro et al. Chest. 2014 Nov 1;146(5):1176-86
Lin et al. American journal of medical genetics Part A. 2014 Oct;164(10):2581-91
Bartram et al. Biol Neonate 2005 Aug;88:278–290

Treating heterotaxy is difficult & complicated
•
•
•
• Approximately 90% of heterotaxy patients have complex
congenital heart defects1
• Multiple body systems can be affected, including the heart,
lungs, spleen, stomach, liver and intestines2
• Management by surgical operation is associated with multisystemic complications2
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Image: Shiraishi I et al. Circ J. 2012;76(9):2066-75

1. Lin et al. Genetics in Medicine. 2000 May;2(3):157-72
2. Shiraishi I et al. Circ J. 2012;76(9):2066-75

HKUMed Paediatric Cardiology Division has longitudinally followed up patients with right
atrial isomerism & reported on their clinical outcomes

Improved survival rate nowadays

Kaplan-Meier survival estimates for presented 116 infants and children determined to have
right atrial isomerism between January 1980 and December 2000 in Hong Kong1

1. Cheung YF et al. Heart. 2002 Feb;87(2):146-52
2. Cheung YF et al. Am Heart J. 2002 Jul;144(1):159-64
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Right isomerism leads to significant mortality

Cilia defects may cause heterotaxy syndrome
•

•

• Growing evidence that abnormal function of
cilia can result in congenital heart disease, &
errors in establishing left-right asymmetry1
• Multiple genes involved (genetic heterogeneity)

Image: American Heart Association Scientific Statement,
Genetic Basis for Congenital Heart Disease: Revisited. 1
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1. Pierpont ME et al. Circulation. 2018 Nov 20;138(21):e653-e711

Heterotaxy and Cilia Defects

•
1

• Cilia defects may cause abnormal flow of signals that guide
the left-right axis formation, resulting in heterotaxy1

1. Shiraishi I et al. Circ J. 2012;76(9):2066-75
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Image: Shiraishi I et al. Circ J. 2012;76(9):2066-75

Research gap & aims of study

•
•

The genetic causes of Hong Kong patients with heterotaxy is unknown, therefore we:
• perform exome sequencing to identify the disease-causing mutations; and
• investigate the impact of mutations on left-right axis development & cilia defects.
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Whole exome sequencing on 26 heterotaxy patients
•
•
•

•

•
•

exome
1%
85%

Exome refers to the collection of coding regions of all the
genes
Human exome accounts for 1% of human genome
About 85% of pathogenic mutations can be found in human
exome


NO pathogenic mutations can be identified in known genes associated with heterotaxy in our patients
 Next step is to identify new genes that have not been associated with heterotaxy
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Significant enrichment of CC2D1A damaging variants in patients compared to controls
Gene Burden Analysis in heterotaxy

Mutation burden of CC2D1A in patients vs. three control groups
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CC2D1A
Known facts about CC2D1A
CC2D1A: Coiled-coil and C2 domain containing 1A
•
19
31
•
24,731
951
4 DM14
•
•

1 C2

CC2D1A: Coiled-coil and C2 domain containing 1A
• Located on chromosome 19, contains 31 exons
• Gene size: 24,731 base pairs; protein size: 951 amino acids; contains 4 tandem repeat of
DM14 + 1 C2 domains
• Gene functions: regulation of signalling pathway, immune response & synapse maturation.
• Role in left-right axis formation and cilia function have never been reported
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CC2D1A
Phenotypes associated with CC2D1A
•
•
14 16
• 19p13.2-p13.12
Mouse:
• CC2D1A knockout mouse is lethal, with cyanosis & breathing difficulties1

Human:
• Homozygous deletion involving exons 14 to 16 resulted in non-syndromic intellectual disability2
• Heterozygous deletion in 19p13.2-p13.12 (includes 6 other genes) resulted in developmental delay3

CC2D1A
Role of CC2D1A in left-right axis formation and cilia function have never been reported
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1. Oaks et al. Cereb Cortex. 2017 Feb 1;27(2):1670-1685
2. Basel-Vanagaite et al. J Med Genet. Mar 2006;43(3):203-10
3. Natiq et al. Mol Cytogenet. 2014;7:40

Zebrafish as a good model for cardiovascular disease research
1,2

•
•
•
•
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Advantages of using zebrafish for research1,2:
• Transparent during development
• High fertility & easy to house in a large quality  large scale screening is possible
• Zebrafish heart & human heart undergo similar morphogenetic processes
• Develop from fertilised egg to embryo in 24 hours post fertilisation, with established contracting heart tube
1. Poon KL et al. Glob Cardiol Sci Pract. 2013(1): 9–28
2. Nguyen et al. Drug Discov Today Dis Models. 2008 ; 5(3): 135–140
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Zebrafish

Zebrafish embryo

CC2D1A
CC2D1A is highly conserved in human and zebrafish

Human
Zebrafish
P532L
CC2D1A
= cc2d1aP559L
CC2D1AG781V = cc2d1aG808V
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cc2d1a
Creating a knock-out cc2d1a zebrafish model by genome editing

cc2d1a

Cutting DNA of zebrafish cc2d1a by
gene editing (TALEN), leading to an
abnormal protein that lost its functions
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cc2d1a
Zebrafish with cc2d1a mutation showed heart & digestive system disarrangement

Heart

Digestive system

cc2d1a
Injections of wild type cc2d1a to the edited fertilised egg can rescue the abnormal organ arrangement
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cc2d1a
Mutations in cc2d1a were associated with cilia defects
Ventral body axis

spaw

Otolith development
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spaw expression

cc2d1a
Mutations in cc2d1a were associated with cilia defects

cc2d1a
Injections of wild type cc2d1a to the edited fertilized egg can rescue the cilia defects
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cc2d1a
Mutations in cc2d1a were associated with fewer & shorter cilia in zebrafish cells
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Summary
• CC2D1A –
•
•
•

• CC2D1A – Novel gene discovery in causing heterotaxy
• Found in 6 out of 26 patients with heterotaxy (19%)
• Implicated in non-syndromic congenital heart disease
• The disease mechanism of CC2D1A is possibly due to cilia defects
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Translational potentials & future directions
•
•
•
•

CC2D1A
2018

CC2D1A

•
•
•
•

Preimplantation genetic diagnosis of CC2D1A in families with family history is possible
Prenatal diagnosis is possible, but reduced penetrance & variable expressivity are caveats
It is important to study whether cilia defects affects other body systems, especially the respiratory system
According to the 2018 updated scientific statement on congenital heart disease from the American Heart
Association, respiratory complications are one of the most important modulators of post-operative outcome.
Therefore, further studies are required to evaluate the possibility of airway ciliary defects in this group of patients
and hence tailored respiratory treatment is possible1

1. Pierpont ME et al. Circulation. 2018 Nov 20;138(21):e653-e711.
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